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BE OPEN MINDED

Al Gebra

Ana Gram

Alphabet Soup

24
Sue Doku
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Ana is a bit of a book worm and an 
introvert. She has a huge heart.

Interests: Animals, reading, Greek 
Mythology, and basketball

Strengths: Verbal Skills & Linguistics 

Challenges: Keeping numbers still 
on the page when she sees them

Play lots of word games. One of my favorites is “Ghost”. This is a 
classic from the 70’s. Take turns adding a letter. If the letter you add 
forms a word, you get a third of a ghost. If you get three thirds you’re 
out. The person that gets the third, starts the next word. If you can’t 
think of a new letter to add without forming a word, you can 
challenge the player before you. If they can’t think of an actual word 
the letters already said would create, they get the third of the ghost. 

Ana’s Advice

We create puzzles, activities, and games focused on perseverance and creative problem 
solving for kids. Solving Fun was created by an educator and a game designer with the belief 
that joyful challenges lead to engaged learning. Our passion is making solving FUN.

Boggle, Scrabble, Santorini  

Ana’s Favorite Games

How many words can 
you find using the letters 
in “Solving Fun”?

Using +, -, x, /, rearrange 
the numbers to = 24

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX PL AY LOTS OF GAMES

Sue loves to accessorize. She always 
participates and is a best friend to everyone.

Interests: Baking, fashion

Strengths: Numbers, organization

Challenges: Perfectionism

Al comes across as too cool, 
but he's soft on the inside.

Interests: Music, math, fashion

Strengths: Math, logic 

Challenges: Reading, spelling

Solve lots of logic puzzles. Great when you have alone time, but 
also to try with a friend. Solving together makes us both better. I 
love to bake and food coloring is one of my favorite ingredients. 
Try adding your own designs to your next batch of pancakes. 
Mix in food coloring and use squeeze bottles to pour out the 
batter into fabulous food creations. 

Sue’s Suggestion

Hearts, Rummikub, Splendor, Lost Cities, 
Cahoots

Sue’s Favorite Games

Look for inspiration in lots of places. Play 
games, draw pictures, listen to music. 
Being a good listener helps me be 
empathetic to others and inspires me to 
be more creative. One of my favorite 
things to do is to write secret messages 
using the code A=1, B=2...Z=26. 
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Al’s Approach

Qwixx, Concept, Codenames

Al’s Favorite Games
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 Sudoku


